As part of the Legion metacomputing project, we have developed a reflective model, the Reflective Graph & Event (RGE) model, for incorporating functionality into applications. In this paper we apply the RGE model to the problem of making applications more robust to failures. RGE encourages system developers to express fault-tolerance algorithms in terms of transformations on the data structures that represent computationsmessages and methods-hence enabling the construction of generic and reusable fault-tolerance components. We illustrate the expressive power of RGE by encapsulating the following fault-tolerance techniques into RGE components: two-phase commit distributed checkpointing, passive replication, pessimistic method logging, and forward recovery.
Introduction
The advent of fast networks and the wide availability of computing resources make possible the realization of powerful virtual computers, or metasystems, that harness resources on a national or global scale. One of the technological challenges that must be solved before such virtual machines can be used in production mode is the adoption of fault-tolerance techniques for system-level services and user applications. Unfortunately, fault-tolerance protocols are widely regarded as complex. Implementing them correctly is likely to overwhelm all but the best programmers.
Our approach to remedying this problem is to view fault-tolerant applications as the sum of three parts: the application, the fault-tolerance technique, and the infrastructure required to enable their composition. Application programmers should focus on writing applications while fault-tolerance experts should encapsulate algorithms inside components. Within the context of the Legion metacomputing project, we have developed a reflective computational model, the Reflective Graph and Event (RGE) model, for enabling the composition of fault-tolerance techniques with user applications [11] [13] .
The basic design philosophy behind a reflective architecture is to expose-instead of hide-the elements that make up the structure of the system to developers. A reflective system is introspective; the system has a representation of itself that it can observe-its self-representation. Often, the selfrepresentation of a reflective architecture is expressed in terms of abstract entities that may be manipulated to modify the behavior of the system. Thus, a reflective system promotes the writing of generic and reusable components that manipulate the self-representation. Such components may be written by domain experts and incorporated transparently into user applications. For example, Fabre et al. use a reflective programming language to incorporate fault-tolerance techniques into non-fault-tolerant applications [8] , thereby freeing application programmers from the complex and error-prone task of implementing faulttolerance algorithms.
In this paper, we demonstrate the applicability of the RGE model in encapsulating the following faulttolerance techniques: distributed checkpointing, passive replication, pessimistic method logging, and forward recovery. The RGE model enables the manipulation of user computations at an abstract level by representing them as events, event handlers and program graphs [24] . These data structures are the selfrepresentation of our reflective architecture and manipulating them is the basis for expressing fault-tolerance algorithms. The advantages of using an event-based architecture are well-known: components are decoupled from one another spatially and temporally, and they may be added/removed dynamically. Developers may extend object functionality by registering handlers with the appropriate events and by defining new events. A novel feature of the RGE event mechanism is that handlers may be executable program graphs that specify method invocations on remote objects. Graphs may be bound to their associated events at run-time, enabling the dynamic composition of functionality to objects.
The paper is organized as follows. We present related work in Section 2 and introduce the Legion system model in Section 3. We provide an overview of the RGE model in Section 4 and apply the model to encapsulate fault-tolerance techniques in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.
Related Work
The RGE model provides a blueprint for structuring distributed applications based on reflective principles. The concept of reflection is not novel; its use has been advocated in several contexts, including programming languages [19] [22] , soft real-time systems [16] , real-time global databases [27] , agent-based systems [6] , and in general, to incorporate non-functional requirements into user applications [28] .
Reflection has also been used to incorporate fault-tolerance techniques into applications. Lee extends the Common List Object System [19] to support persistence using reflection in [20] . Fabre exploits reflective features of the language open-C++ to incorporate replication techniques into applications transparently [8] . MAUD is a meta-level architecture for building adaptively dependable systems that has been implemented on an actor-based system [1] . To our knowledge, RGE is the only reflective model that uses graphs and events as data structures for representing computations.
The event paradigm is well established and many systems use it as the basis for extensibility, e.g., Coyote [5] , the Java Bean Component Model [29] , SPIN [26] , and Ensemble [15] . We use the event abstraction within the RGE model to capture and reflect the "internals" of objects to programmers. Events allow programmers to intercept and reroute both messages and method invocations. More importantly, associating events with the acts of receiving/sending messages/methods allows protocol writers to express many algorithms in a natural way by treating messages as abstract entities. Furthermore, RGE events may be associated with graph handlers dynamically-enabling the run-time binding of functionality to objects. Graphs used in RGE are the embodiment of the Macro-Data Flow model [14] . Other data-flow systems include Paralex [2] , CDF [3] , HeNCE [4] , Mentat [12] [23] and Code/Rope [7] . Of these, Paralex and Mentat support replication. Unlike most graph systems, RGE graphs are exposed to system developers; they can be assembled dynamically and executed remotely. Graphs are reflective: graphs are the selfrepresentation of a computation and transforming them has a direct impact on the future of a computation.
Globus is another metasystem project [9] . The primary difference between Globus and Legion is a philosophical one: Globus employs a "sum-of-service" approach for supporting users and specifies standard interfaces for such functions as security and resource management. Legion employs an "architecture" approach-system developers target a unified model that enables component reuse and interoperability. To our knowledge Globus does not provide integrated support for incorporating faulttolerance techniques into user applications. Instead, application writers may use a hearbeat monitoring service as a base for implementing fault-tolerance techniques. Note that the two approaches are not mutually exclusive-RGE fault-tolerance components can make use of an external failure detecting service.
System Model
Legion is based on an object model of computing. Legion objects encapsulate both hardware and software resources. Objects are logically independent collections of data and associated methods with disjoint address spaces. Objects can contain one or more associated threads of control, and communicate via asynchronous method invocations. Objects are named entities identified by a location-independent Legion Object IDentifer (LOID) and are mapped to Legion Object Addresses (LOA) for actual communication. The LOA of an object includes the necessary information to communicate with it for remote method invocation, e.g., the IP address and port number.
Objects are persistent and can be in one of two states: active or inert. Active objects contain one or more threads of control and are ready to service method calls. Inert objects exist on persistent storage as passive object state representations (OPR) organized in a directory structure. Legion moves objects between active and inert states to use resources efficiently, to support object mobility, and to enable failure resilience.
Every Legion object is defined and managed by its class object. Class objects in Legion are themselves active objects, and are given system-level responsibility. They create new instances; schedule, activate, and deactivate their instances; and assist client objects in locating instances of the class.
For a detailed description of the Legion object model, please see Grimshaw [13] .
Reflective Graph and Event Model
As the name indicates, RGE uses graphs and events to specify and represent user computations. We provide an overview of graphs in Section 4.1, events in Section 4.2, followed by a discussion of exoevents-events whose handlers are graphs-in Section 4.3. For a more detailed presentation of the RGE model, please see Nguyen-Tuong et al. [24] .
Graphs
Our use of graphs originated in the Mentat project, a high-performance object-oriented parallel processing system [12] . Graphs are the embodiment of the Macro-Data Flow model, an extension of pure data flow designed for coarse-grained parallel processing. For more details on Macro-Data Flow and how it is used to exploit opportunities for parallelism please see Grimshaw et al. [14] .
Graphs specify method invocations and data dependencies between objects. Graph nodes are called actors and represent method invocation on objects, arcs denote data-dependencies between actors, and tokens flowing across arcs represent data or control information. When an actor has a token on each of its input arcs, it may execute its corresponding method, and deposit a result token on each output arc. Figure 1 illustrates a fragment of code and the corresponding graph representation.
Unlike a traditional client/server model, the results from the method invocations on lines 4 and 5 do not return to the Main object. 1 Instead they are forwarded directly to A.op2. When A.op1 and B.op1 execute, they each receive a logical copy of the graph. 2 The graph specifies where they should send their return values, namely, A.op2. Thus, graphs are reflective data structures that represent the future flow of the current computation. Graphs are first-class entities and may be assembled at run-time, transformed, passed as arguments to other objects, and executed remotely. Graphs enable system developers to build objects that adapt to their environment by assembling the proper method invocations dynamically and modifying the future flow of the computation.
Graphs may be annotated with <name, type, value> triples. The name field is simply a generic string, the type field indicates the type, and the value field consists of arbitrary data. The name and type fields dictate the interpretation of the value field. Annotations are properties tied to individual arcs and nodes, 1 A client/server call is a special case of a 2-node graph: one for the server and the other for the return value. 2 In practice, we only send the subset of the graph required for future computations, i.e., the transitive set of reachable graph nodes. e.g., "Architecture=C90", "Memory Usage=20MB", "Semantic Property=Stateless", and denote meta-level information. Annotations may propagate through the object method invocation chain, in which case we call them implicit parameters. If object A annotates its graph with an implicit parameter, invokes a method on object B, and B invokes a method on object C, A's implicit parameter propagates to C. Implicit parameters provide a mechanism for adding meta-level information transitively and are similar to CORBA's contexts [25] . The primary difference with CORBA's contexts is that implicit parameters propagate automatically through the method invocation call chain.
Events
The event paradigm provides a well-understood mechanism for adding new functionality to objects. The versatility of the event paradigm resides in its ability to decouple communication between various components of a system both temporally and spatially-essential features of a component-based systems. Events provide a uniform infrastructure to bind components together. When component X wishes to announce to the system that something of interest has happened, it announces an event E. Components that have registered their event handlers with the event manager previously are notified of the event E. The handlers are then called immediately upon the announcement of E (synchronous), or alternatively, the execution of the handlers may be deferred (asynchronous). In addition, events may carry arbitrary data.
One of the primary applications of the RGE model is to implement a configurable protocol stack for Legion objects [30] . A striking feature of the protocol stack is that only a few events are employed. These events may be classified into three broad categories: message-related, method-related and object management-related events. These categories reflect the fact that Legion is an object-based system implemented at the low level over message passing. Table 1 Figure 2 illustrates the major components of the Legion protocol stack. When an object receives a message from the network, it announces a MessageReceive event. The MethodAssemblyComponent determines whether the received message is sufficient to form a complete method invocation (recall that in data flow multiple tokens/messages may be required to trigger a method execution). If the message results only in a partial method invocation, the object stores the message in an internal database. When the required messages arrive to complete the method invocation, a MethodReceive event is raised. At this point, the MethodInvocationComponent, stores the complete method in a database of ready methods. Then, a server loop may extract ready methods from the database and execute them. Once the method finishes executing, a MethodDone event is raised.
On the sending side, the GraphComponent announces a MethodSend event for each node in the graph that has the sender as a source of an input token. In turn, the MessageLayerComponent transforms each parameter into messages and announces a MessageSend event. Finally, the NetworkComponent sends messages over the network.
Exoevent Notification Model
The RGE model provides several ways of associating graphs and events. One way is for protocol writers to inspect and transform program graphs, or create and execute new graphs, within an event handler. Another more flexible approach is to associate graphs and events dynamically and execute a program graph when an event is raised, thereby enabling the run-time composition of functionality to objects. We call events associated with graphs exoevents to highlight the fact that raising such events may result in a set of remote method invocations. The benefit for object designers is that they need not anticipate all possible policies when building their objects.
Before showing an application of the exoevent notification model, we define the following terms: exoevent, exoevent interest, and exoevent interest set (EIS).
-Exoevent. An exoevent is a set of 3-tuple items <item-name, data-type, data-value>. The item-name field is a string to identify an item; the data-type specifies how to interpret the data-value field of an item. Items may be added or removed from an exoevent. Users may search for a specific item by using the name field as a key. By convention, all exoevents contain an item with item-name="ExoEventType". The data-type field is a string describing the type of exoevents. By convention, we classify exoevent types within broad categories and further divide them using a ":" to delineate subcategories, e.g., "Exception", "Warning", "Exception:Security", "Exception:Security:Access Control".
-Exoevent Interest. An exoevent interest is a 2-tuple <exoeventType, notificationGraph> that associates an exoevent type with a computation graph. The exoevent type specifies the kind of exoevent of interest. The notificationGraph is a first-class program graph and specifies a computation to be executed if a match is made between an exoevent and an exoevent interest.
-Exoevent Interest Set (EIS). An exoevent interest set is a set of exoevent interests. The EIS propagates to remote objects using implicit parameters.
Consider a server S used by multiple clients (Figure 3) . By inserting the proper exoevent interest in its exoevent interest set, each client may specify its own exoevent propagation policy. Client C 1 specifies that exceptions propagate back to itself whereas C 2 specifies that warnings propagate to a third-party monitor object.
Incorporating Fault-tolerance Techniques into Applications using RGE
We present designs for encapsulating several well-known fault-tolerance techniques using the RGE model: two-phase commit distributed checkpointing, pessimistic method logging, passive replication and forward recovery. To encapsulate fault-tolerance techniques inside components, developers express their algorithms using graphs and events. Typically, this involves inserting handlers with the appropriate events or associating graphs with events.
Note that for these examples, we make the following assumptions: Objects are fail-stop, i.e., objects fail by halting and other objects may detect the failure.
Objects are deterministic. Given a given sequence of input methods, objects will make the same state transitions. Objects always have access to stable storage via their OPR (Object Persistence Representation). Note that the OPR does not include the program counter or stack of the object as this information is not portable across heterogeneous architectures. This assumption can be relaxed using tools such as April that allow heterogeneous checkpoints [10] .
Furthermore, we present only salient features of each technique due to space restrictions. Figure 3 . Clients C 1 and C 2 specify two different exoevent propagation policies. C 1 specifies that exceptions propagate back to it via the notifyException() method. C 2 specifies that warnings propagate to a third-party monitor object via the notifyWarning() method.
Two-Phase Commit Distributed Checkpointing (2PCDC)
A common method for ensuring the progress of long-running application is to checkpoint its state periodically on stable storage. Checkpoints may be viewed as "insurance policies" against failures-in the event of a failure, the application can be rolled back and restarted from its last checkpoint-thereby bounding the amount of lost work that must be recomputed. As with all insurance policies, there are choices and costs involved. Users may select from a variety of checkpointing algorithms, each providing a specified level of service for a given cost. Costs include the cost of the algorithm itself-memory, CPU, stable storage requirements, and run-time overhead-as well as the cost of implementing a given algorithm correctly. The RGE model directly addresses the latter cost: domain experts encapsulate fault-tolerance techniques into components that may be composed with user applications.
The basic idea behind a two-phase commit distributed checkpointing protocol is to ensure that either all objects in an application checkpoint or none do [21] . The set of local checkpoints taken must form a consistent global state-all methods received by an object must be recorded as having been sent. Two problems must be addressed to ensure a consistent global checkpoint: lost methods and orphan methods. Lost methods are methods that are marked as sent but not received, while orphan methods are methods marked as received but not sent (Figure 4) . The algorithm presented here only seeks to prevent orphan methods; lost methods are assumed to be handled by the underlying communication channels. The algorithm consists of two phases. In phase I, a coordinator requests participants to take a tentative checkpoint. If a participant rejects the request for any reasons, it replies No. Otherwise, the participant takes a tentative checkpoint, replies Yes, suspends communication with other objects, and awaits the coordinator's decision. If all participants reply Yes, the coordinator's decision is to commit the checkpoints, otherwise its decision is to abort the protocol. The coordinator's authoritative decision marks the end of the first phase. In phase II, the coordinator sends its decision to all participants. If the decision is Yes, participants commit the tentative checkpoint taken in the first phase to stable storage. Otherwise, participants may discard the tentative checkpoint previously taken. This basic algorithm may be extended in several ways. The coordinator can bound the amount of time that it waits for participants to reply. To handle a coordinator crash, the coordinator can save its decision onto stable storage at the end of phase I. The number of participants may be reduced by exploiting semantic information [21] . For the sake of brevity, we do not include these extensions in our mapping of the algorithm onto the RGE model, nor do we discuss the associated recovery algorithm. 
Coordinator

Mapping onto the RGE model
The algorithm is encapsulated using a !Q898 component. !Q898 adds the following methods to the participant's public interface, void TakeTentativeCheckpoint() and void Decision() so that the coordinator may invoke these methods.
In phase I, the !Q898 component takes a tentative checkpoint by raising a SaveState event. The default handlers for the event write the state of the object into the object's OPR. To suspend communication at the end of phase I and prevent orphan methods, we ensure that the next method serviced after TakeTentativeCheckpoint() is Decision(). !Q898 adds a handler, AwaitDecision, to the MethodReceive event. AwaitDecision intercepts all methods until the receipt of Decision(), at which point AwaitDecision announces a MethodReady event.
To commit the checkpoint in phase II, !Q898 creates a new directory in the OPR, "/2PC-Commit", in which it writes the state of the object.
We ensure that there are no lost methods by preventing lost messages (recall that multiple messages may be needed to form a method invocation). Upon receipt of a message, an object raises a MessageReceive exoevent. The sender of the message registers its interest in MessageReceive using the Exoevent Notification Model (Section 4.3) . If the invoker is not notified of MessageReceive in a timely manner, it retransmits the message. To handle duplicate messages, the invoking object appends a message identification number. The invoked object may then discard duplicates based on this number.
Pessimistic Method Logging (PML)
The two-phase commit distributed checkpointing algorithm requires objects to coordinate their local checkpoints to establish a consistent application global state. Further, during recovery, even objects that did not fail are potentially required to rollback their state. We now describe an adaptation of pessimistic message logging [31] for an object-based environment-pessimistic method logging (PML)-in which objects establish checkpoints and recover independently from one another.
In PML, objects checkpoint their state periodically and log received methods onto stable storage upon receipt before delivering the methods to the application layer. In the event of a failure, objects restart from their saved checkpoint and replay their log. Since objects are deterministic, replaying methods in the same order will produce the same execution ( Figure 5) .
PML is attractive due to its simple recovery characteristic-objects restart independently without the need for a costly coordination protocol. The disadvantage of PML is the high cost of saving methods onto stable storage. We do not discuss here techniques to reduce the overhead of pessimistic logging [17] [18] . 
Mapping onto the RGE model
The algorithm is encapsulated using a QHG component. QHG creates the following directories in the OPR of the object, "/MessageLog/" and "/MethodLog/". QHG inserts a LogMessage handler with the MessageReceive event as well as a LogMethod handler with the MethodReady event. When an object receives a message, LogMessage writes it into the "/MessageLog/" directory. If the received message results in a full method invocation (recall that in our model, multiple messages may be needed to form a method), a MethodReady event is generated. LogMethod catches the event and writes the method into the "/MethodLog/" directory. To reclaim storage space, LogMethod also deletes the messages associated with the received method from "/MessageLog/". QHG also inserts a Restart handler with the RestoreState event to ensure that QHG is notified when an object restarts.
When communication is attempted on a crashed object, its class will restart it on an available host and restore its saved state. In the process, a RestoreState event is raised and caught by the Restart handler. Restart first replays the partial methods, i.e., messages, contained in "/MessageLog/". Then, it replays the methods contained in "/MethodLog/" before allowing normal processing to resume for the object. Replaying the method log may result in duplicate method invocations on remote objects. To prevent methods from executing multiple times, objects append to each message a unique message identifier so that receiving objects may discard duplicate entries.
To prevent lost methods and messages, QHG uses the MessageReceive exoevent as described previously in Section 5.1. There are no orphan messages since all received messages are stored in the "/MessageLog/" directory in the OPR of objects.
Passive Replication
In passive replication, a primary object services method invocations. When the primary object finishes servicing a state-updating method it sends its new state to a backup object before replying to the caller. Upon failure of the primary, the backup takes over and services subsequent method invocations ( Figure 6 ). . The client invokes a state-updating method, write(), on Primary(O) [3] . Before the result of write() is returned to the client [5] , Primary(O) first forwards its state to the Backup [4] . If the primary fails, Class O invokes BecomePrimary() on the backup. Subsequent binding requests from clients will result in a binding to the new primary. Note that the methods ReceiveState(), ReceiveReply() and BecomePrimary(), are added transparently to the user code.
Mapping onto the RGE model
The passive replication algorithm is encapsulated inside of a QhvrSryvphv component. Inside the primary, QhvrSryvphv inserts a SendStateToBackup handler with the MethodDone event. If QhvrSryvphvÃ is contained within the backup, it adds and exports the methods BecomePrimary(LOID NewBackup), ReceivePrimaryState(State S), and ReceiveReply(Reply R).
At the primary, if the method serviced is state-updating, SendStateToBackup extracts the state of the object from its OPR and forwards it by invoking the method SendStateToBackup on the backup. SendStateToBackup determines whether a method is state-updating by inspecting the function signature. If the signature is not of the form "read-only return-type func(args…)", then the method is state-updating. If the method is non-state-updating, the primary sends only the reply value to the backup by invoking ReceiveReply().
At the backup, QhvrSryvphv waits for the invocation of either the BecomePrimary() or ReceivePrimaryState() methods. If BecomePrimary() is invoked, the backup becomes primary and forwards its state to the new backup. Since the old primary can crash before sending the return value to the client, the new primary resends the last return value. Thus, clients may receive duplicate return values. We assume that clients can handle duplicate values.
When a binding request is issued for a crashed object, the default behavior is for the class of the object to restart the object on an available host, and return the new binding. Instead, the class now selects a replica as the new primary and invokes the BecomePrimary() method on the new primary, before returning the binding of the new primary. Passive replication results in faster recovery of crashed objects than the default algorithm as the backups are already active and ready to service methods.
Forward recovery
In forward recovery, applications do not rollback to a previously consistent state. Instead, they attempt to repair themselves so as to continue processing from a consistent state. By its nature, forward recovery is application-dependent and not as general as the backward-recovery methods discussed in the previous sections.
Our approach for supporting forward recovery is to use the exoevent notification model described in Section 4.3 in which the concepts of raising and propagating exceptions are decoupled. Thus, object writers need not specify exception propagation policies at design time.
Mapping onto the RGE model
If an object wishes to be notified of an exoevent raised by objects in its future call chain, it inserts an exoevent interest in its exoevent interest set. Consider a remote method invocation in which a client C invokes a method service on an object. To be notified of all exceptions raised by S.service(), C annotates its program graph with the exoevent interest shown in Figure 7 . Since the exoeventType field is set to "Exception", all exceptions propagate back via the notifyException method on C. 
Conclusion
To achieve our goal of alleviating the difficulty of writing robust metacomputing applications, we have presented a reflective model of computation, the Reflective Graph and Event model, for expressing faulttolerance techniques inside reusable components and enabling the composition of such components with user applications. We have presented designs for mapping several well-known fault-tolerance techniques to the RGE model: two-phase commit distributed checkpointing, passive replication, pessimistic logging, and forward recovery.
The RGE model is implemented and deployed within the Legion metacomputing system. The forward recovery example has also been implemented and is in use. Future work consists of implementing and deploying the other examples described in this paper, as well as mapping other fault-tolerance techniques onto the RGE model.
